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Ask your practitioner for advice

CONCEPTION : LEMAHIEU DESIGN

EFFECTIVE • SAFE • LONG-LASTING

••• THE FACTS
Hyaluronic acid is a natural, major component of our skin. Its hydrating, lubricating and viscoelastic properties make the face well-rounded, smooth and
well-defined. These qualities deteriorate with age: the upper and lower
cheeks become sunken, wrinkles appear and the face's oval shape is lost,
affecting its overall harmony.

••• THE SOLUTION
TEOSYAL® - hyaluronic acid-based, resorbable and of non-animal origin,
compensates for this loss.

made in switzerland
100% hyaluronic acid for instantaneous removal of wrinkles

••• THE RESULTS
There are seven different formula’s to treat each indication by means of a
virtually painless injection: banish deep, fine wrinkles, remodel your face to add
volume, plump and redefine your lips and rehydrate your skin deep down.

The result is immediate and natural. Your skin remains
smooth and supple. The cumulative effect of multiple
sessions produces an optimal result.
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TEOSYAL FILLS
TEOSYAL® is injected under the wrinkle to lift it from the inside and make it disappear instantaneously, thanks to the volume created.

TEOSYAL LIFTS
TEOSYAL® has and immediate lifting and volume-producing effect, providing an alternative
to surgery. It enables the curves and contours of the face to be redefined.

Triple-action
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TEOSYAL REHYDRATES
Each molecule can hold up to 1000 times its weight in water. TEOSYAL® provides in-depth
rehydration for your skin.

TEOSYAL®'s viscoelastic properties enable hyaluronic acid gels to be perfectly
absorbed into the skin tissue, respecting tissue suppleness to provide total
effectiveness and a natural result.
There's no reason why you shouldn't continue with your social life immediately
after an injection.

••• OPTIMUM SAFETY
TEOXANE's commitment to supplying the best hyaluronic acid ensures absolute product quality and

points
••• IMMEDIATE, NATURAL RESULTS

safety for the patient. TEOSYAL® guarantees that its
gels are extremely pure, far beyond the standards required by legislation. This purity is the guarantee of exceptional tolerance and perfect integration into skin tissue.

TEOSYAL® gels are effective in preventing and instantaneously correcting wrinkles and hollows whilst
remaining perfectly in keeping with your personality and facial features. The viscoelastic and rehydra®

ting properties of TEOSYAL restore all the suppleness, elasticity and tone to your skin.

••• LONG-LASTING,
CUMULATIVE EFFECTS
Results are immediately visible. In order to optimise
the achieved result, it is important to abide by the
treatment protocol recommended by the practitioner,

Immediately visible correction

which may vary between 1 and 3 initial sessions. The
lasting effect of TEOSYAL® is increased with succes-

•••

After just one session, wrinkles are instantly filled out, disappearing or
remaining only superficially visible.

•••

The result is natural, with optimum, effective correction.

sive sessions. In order to maintain the results achieved, additional maintenance sessions will be required.
Less of the product will be necessary, thanks to the
truly cumulative effect of the sessions.
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Before
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••• Are there any contra-indications?
TEOSYAL® injections are not advised for pregnant or breastfeeding women or for people with known hypersensitivity to hyaluronic acid, autoimmune disease or other diseases affecting the immune system.
During the week prior to the injection, the use of high doses of aspirin, anti-inflammatory painkillers and anticoagulants is strongly discouraged. During the days following the injection, exposure to extreme temperatures
should be avoided (intense cold, saunas, UVs and the sun).

questions about the treatment:
before, during, after

••• Session procedure
The injection session lasts an average of thirty minutes. If you are sensitive to
injections, particularly when treating the sensitive lip area, your practitioner may
suggest an anaesthetic cream or local anaesthetic to completely numb the area
to be injected.

••• What can be treated with Teosyal?
• Filling wrinkles and lines
• Remodelling cheekbones and softening the contours of the face
• Increasing and remodelling lip volume with an in-depth rehydrating effect
• Revitalising and rehydrating the skin
• Preventing the appearance of wrinkles and lines even in the most
sensitive areas such as the neck and neckline.

••• What can be felt and seen after the session?
The desired result is immediately visible. Slight discomfort or swelling and a
little redness may appear at the points of entry. Thanks to the high purity of
TEOSYAL®, all these problems generally lessen within 3 hours and disappear
completely within an average of 24 hours.

If you have any other questions with respect to recommendations, contra-indications, side effects, etc.
Teoxane invites you to use the tear-off slip at the end of this document
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Deep furrows are treated with TEOSYAL® Deep Lines, upper cheeks and lower eyelids with
TEOSYAL® Ultra Deep.

TEOSYAL® Kiss reshapes and plumps lips and erases lines.

When treated with TEOSYAL® Ultra Deep, facial hollows are filled out, and the proper shape of the
upper cheeks facial lines stand out once again.

The face looks naturally well, furrows are greatly reduced and shadows and hollows around the
cheekbones disappear with the use of TEOSYAL® Deep Lines and TEOSYAL® Ultra Deep.

Combined use of TEOSYAL® Ultra Deep and TEOSYAL® Global Action corrects deep furrows and
restores facial volume.

When treated with TEOSYAL® Ultra Deep and TEOSYAL® Global Action, the bottom of the face is
naturally remodelled, with wrinkles filled in and volume restored.

As each person is different and to help improve our service, Teoxane
invites you to reply to the following questions and ask your own
specific questions.
You are interested in resorbable injections to fill out wrinkles. What personal questions do you
have before you make your decision?

Have you already tried hyaluronic acid injections? (if so, how many times, with which practitioner,
and can you remember which brand(s)?)

Have you already had cosmetic surgery? (if yes, what type, how long ago?)

IS RIGHT FOR ME?

Do you have a permanent filling implant (e.g. silicone)? (if so, what type and how long have you
had it?)

Your name:
Your e-mail address:
Your postal address:
to which we can send the answers to your personal questions.
TEOXANE does the utmost to meet your needs; thank you for assisting us in this by sending this tear-off
slip to the following address: TEOXANE, 63 avenue Franklin Roosevelt, 75008 Paris, France.
When you supply your address, TEOXANE will be delighted to send you a pocket mirror to slip in your
handbag.

